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For the past two years, one postdoctoral fellow and one graduate student were supported by the PRF grant. The
postdoctoral fellow, Elizabeth Elacqua, started her independent career at Pennsylvania State University as an Assistant
Professor of Chemistry. One of her research proposal for getting the academic position at Penn State included light
triggerable colloidal assemblies, i.e. research that is based on her work in my group funded through the PRF grant.
In my group, we have started a collaboration with Professor Jasna Brujic in the physics department at New York
University to investigate light-triggerable colloidal hybrid materials by combining Dr. Brujic’s emulsion-based
colloids with the solid host-guest colloids developed under the PRF grant. We are currently preparing a joined NSF
proposal to the Division of Materials Research (DMR) on this topic.
The proposed studies focus on the introduction of light-responsive colloidal materials. As indicated in last year’s
annual report, we have succeeded in this task and reported the first light-controllable and triggerable colloidal
assemblies. These results have been reported in the journal ACS Macro Letters ("Assembly of Colloids via Reversible
Host-Guest Interactions" Elizabeth Elacqua, Xiaolong Zheng, and Marcus Weck* ACS Macro Lett. 2017, 6, 10601065 (DOI: 10.1021/acsmacrolett.7b00539)). Our initial design was based on host-guest chemistry between
cucurbit[n]urils (CB[n]) and a variety of electron poor (e.g., adamantly ammonium and viologen moieties) and/or
electron rich (e.g., azobenzene, naphthol) guest molecules. Key to our design was the use of azobenzene that can
undergo a cis/trans isomerization upon UV irradiation thereby changing the host-guest properties from a molecule that
can be function as a guest (in the trans form) to a molecule that is not being able to interact with the host due to steric
constrains (the cis form). This cis-trans isomerization allows for targeted assembly and disassembly of colloid based
solely on UV light irradiation. Figure 1 shows the general reported research design including some confocal
microscopy images of the assembled colloids.

Figure 1. Assembled di-patch particles and schematic representation of the host-guest interaction.
We are currently expanding on these results and investigating the use of these particles as well as expanded colloids
with tunable symmetries into light-controllable superlattices. As a first step towards this goal, we are investigating the
crystallization of a new class of polymeric colloids. Assembling colloidal microparticles with directional bonding into
desired colloidal superlattice has been a long-standing challenge in the field due to the complexity of selective
functionalization of particle surface and poor tunability of interactions. We are using selective depletion interactions
to engineer the directional bonding and assembly of colloidal microparticles made of hybrid polymeric materials. We
discover selective crystallization of spheres made of different materials in the presence of specific depletants. In
particular, we are able to fabricate triblock biphasic colloids with various aspect ratios to achieve regioselective
bonding and assembly. Without any surface treatment, we can assemble them into various colloidal superstructures
and superlattices with polymorphic formation. Furthermore, by switching the depletion condition, we observe new
colloidal chains and membranes featuring different site-specific interaction (Figure 2). Our method requires no surface
functionalization to realize directional interaction, which can be further adopted for other programmable colloidal
assemblies and colloidal materials processing.
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Figure 2. Polymorphism in 2D assemblies. Bright-field imagines of large area (left), enlarged areas of different
assembly morphologies (middle) and schematic illustration (right) of (a) assemblies of cmm and pgg plane group with
particles RA = 1.49, (b) assemblies of p4m and cmm plane group with particles RA =1.35, (c) assemblies of cmm
plane group and disordered close packing with particles RA =1.23. Scale bars, 5 µm.
Using our strategy, we are able to achieve various 1D and 2D structures taking advantage of regioselective depletion.
Polymorphic assemblies are observed and studied. We propose that the colloidal ordered pattern could be used as
template to guide the assembly of pre-defined structures across multiple length scales. Our research also opens a new
gate to achieve directional and specific bonding of colloidal particles towards open packing superlattice with rational
particle design. In addition, using silica nanoparticles as depletants, the regioselectivity is switched, enabling the
fabrication of template-free 1D chains and 2D membranes that will inspire the process of colloidal materials. The
achievement of reconfigurable assembly is within reach when switchable interactions are applied by using stimuliresponsive depletants. Overall, our method brings out a new robust strategy to program the directional assemble of
colloidal particles into superstructures with desired topology and properties.
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